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Nearfield Acoustic Holography (NAH)
Content    Acoustic Holography    Regularization    Deep Learning    Dynamic Unrolling    Data-driven Acoustic Holography

• Retrieve properties of sound sources from        
non-contact measurements of sound field

• Microphone array-based method for …
- … visualization of surface vibrations
- … localization of noise sources
- … reconstruction of sound field quantities

• Problems: Time-consuming, complicated, 
prone to errors, depends on problem-specific 
knowledge, no universal method etc.

• Goal: Propose a generic, data-driven method to 
achieve fast and accurate source retrieval 
with little human effort! 
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The Forward and Inverse Problem
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measurements
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Figure6.12TheideaoftheNESIwithvirtualmicrophonetechnique.Thesymbolindicatesaninterpolated

microphoneposition.Thesymbolindicatesanextrapolatedmicrophoneposition.StepA:Thepressuredatapicked
upbythemicrophones;StepB:Reconstructedsourcestrengthatthefocalpoints;StepC:Thepressuredata

interpolatedatthevirtualmicrophones;StepD:Reconstructedsourcestrengthatthevirtualfocalpoints
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sound pressure 
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where Gv is the propagation matrix between the focal surface and the microphone surface, Mv ! 11"
11 ! 121 is the number of microphone and J ! 4" 4 ! 16 is the number of point sources on the focal
surface. In the frequency domain, the sound pressure is calculated by
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Figure 6.12 The idea of the NESI with virtual microphone technique. The symbol indicates an interpolated

microphone position. The symbol indicates an extrapolated microphone position. Step A: The pressure data picked
up by the microphones; Step B: Reconstructed source strength at the focal points; Step C: The pressure data

interpolated at the virtual microphones; Step D: Reconstructed source strength at the virtual focal points
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Traditional Solution Approach - Constrained Optimization

• Fit sound field model to real measurements 
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reconstruction = minimizei(imodelimismatchi + iconstraintsi
=ierror

)

Source model Real MeasurementsModeled sound field

=Exact fit
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Traditional Solution Approach - Constrained Optimization

• Fit sound field model to real measurements under additional constraints 
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Source model Real MeasurementsModeled sound field
    + constraints

≈Loose fit

reconstruction = minimizei(imodelimismatchi + iconstraintsi
=ierror

)
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Traditional Solution Approach - Constrained Optimization

• Fit sound field model to real measurements under additional constraints
• Search for sound source that can reproduce measurements under given constraints with 

minimum error 
• Minimization of error achieved by iterative algorithms
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Traditional Solution Approach - Constrained Optimization

• Fit sound field model to real measurements under additional constraints
• Search for sound source that can reproduce measurements under given constraints with 

minimum error 
• Minimization of error achieved by iterative algorithms
• Success of this approach rises and falls with …

- … type & amount of geometrical constraints
- … prior knowledge about the source  
- … experience in parameter tuning / parameter choice algorithms 
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reconstruction = minimizei(imodelimismatchi + iconstraintsi
=ierror

)
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Sparse structureSmooth structure
Piecewise-constant 

structureTrue Source

Traditional Solution Approach - The Problems

• How to choose suitable constraints?
- Force reconstruction to take on certain geometrical structures, based on prior knowledge                      

or belief about the true source!
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reconstruction = minimizei(imodelimismatchi + iconstraintsi
=ierror

)
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True Source

Traditional Solution Approach - The Problems

• How to choose suitable constraints?
- Force reconstruction to take on certain geometrical structures, based on prior knowledge                      

or belief about the true source!
• How to find the right balance between model mismatch and constraints?  

Focus on constraintsOptimal Balance
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reconstruction = minimizei(imodelimismatchi + iconstraintsi
=ierror

)

Focus on model mismatch
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Traditional Solution Approach - The Problems

• How to choose suitable constraints?
- Force reconstruction to take on certain geometrical structures, based on prior knowledge                      

or belief about the true source!
• How to find the right balance between model mismatch and constraints?  
• Which minimization algorithm should be used?  

- Long reconstruction times and computationally expensive.
- Real-time implementation impossible!
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• How to choose suitable constraints?
- Force reconstruction to take on certain geometrical structures, based on prior knowledge                      

or belief about the true source!
• How to find the right balance between model mismatch and constraints?  
• Which minimization algorithm should be used?  

- Long reconstruction times and computationally expensive.
- Real-time implementation impossible!

Traditional Solution Approach - The Problems
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• How to choose suitable constraints?
- Force reconstruction to take on certain geometrical structures, based on prior knowledge                      

or belief about the true source!
• How to find the right balance between model mismatch and constraints?  
• Which minimization algorithm should be used?  

- Long reconstruction times and computationally expensive.
- Real-time implementation impossible!

• The possible answer to these questions might be DEEP LEARNING! 

Traditional Solution Approach - The Problems
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reconstruction = minimizei(imodelimismatchi + iconstraintsi
=ierror

)
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Deep Learning in a Nutshell

• What?
- Teach an algorithm to perform a task without explicitly programming it,                

just by letting it look at data describing the problem.
• How?

- Extract useful pieces of information from data.
- Training (Adaptation)  Testing (Generalization)→

Content    Acoustic Holography    Regularization    Deep Learning    Dynamic Unrolling    Data-driven Acoustic Holography
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Deep Learning in a Nutshell
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• Learning stage:

• What?
- Teach an algorithm to perform a task without explicitly programming it,                

just by letting it look at data describing the problem.
• How?

- Extract useful pieces of information from data.
- Training (Adaptation)  Testing (Generalization)→
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Deep Learning in a Nutshell
Content    Acoustic Holography    Regularization    Deep Learning    Dynamic Unrolling    Data-driven Acoustic Holography

• Testing stage:

• What?
- Teach an algorithm to perform a task without explicitly programming it,                

just by letting it look at data describing the problem.
• How?

- Extract useful pieces of information from data.
- Training (Adaptation)  Testing (Generalization)→
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Convolutional Deep Belief Networks for Scalable Unsupervised Learning of Hierarchical Representations

Table 2. Test error for MNIST dataset

Labeled training samples 1,000 2,000 3,000 5,000 60,000

CDBN 2.62±0.12% 2.13±0.10% 1.91±0.09% 1.59±0.11% 0.82%

Ranzato et al. (2007) 3.21% 2.53% - 1.52% 0.64%

Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006) - - - - 1.20%

Weston et al. (2008) 2.73% - 1.83% - 1.50%

faces

Figure 3. Columns 1-4: the second layer bases (top) and the third layer bases (bottom) learned from specific object

categories. Column 5: the second layer bases (top) and the third layer bases (bottom) learned from a mixture of four

object categories (faces, cars, airplanes, motorbikes).

Features Faces Motorbikes Cars

First layer 0.39±0.17 0.44±0.21 0.43±0.19

Second layer 0.86±0.13 0.69±0.22 0.72±0.23

Third layer 0.95±0.03 0.81±0.13 0.87±0.15

Figure 4. (top) Histogram of the area under the precision-

recall curve (AUC-PR) for three classification problems

using class-specific object-part representations. (bottom)

Average AUC-PR for each classification problem.

Figure 5. Histogram of conditional entropy for the repre-

sentation learned from the mixture of four object classes.

the posterior over class labels when a feature is ac-
tive. Since lower conditional entropy corresponds to a
more peaked posterior, it indicates greater specificity.
As shown in Figure 5, the higher-layer features have
progressively less conditional entropy, suggesting that
they activate more selectively to specific object classes.

4.5. Hierarchical probabilistic inference

Lee and Mumford (2003) proposed that the human vi-
sual cortex can conceptually be modeled as performing
“hierarchical Bayesian inference.” For example, if you
observe a face image with its left half in dark illumina-

Figure 6. Hierarchical probabilistic inference. For each col-

umn: (top) input image. (middle) reconstruction from the

second layer units after single bottom-up pass, by project-

ing the second layer activations into the image space. (bot-

tom) reconstruction from the second layer units after 20

iterations of block Gibbs sampling.

tion, you can still recognize the face and further infer
the darkened parts by combining the image with your
prior knowledge of faces. In this experiment, we show
that our model can tractably perform such (approxi-
mate) hierarchical probabilistic inference in full-sized
images. More specifically, we tested the network’s abil-
ity to infer the locations of hidden object parts.

To generate the examples for evaluation, we used
Caltech-101 face images (distinct from the ones the
network was trained on). For each image, we simu-
lated an occlusion by zeroing out the left half of the
image. We then sampled from the joint posterior over
all of the hidden layers by performing Gibbs sampling.
Figure 6 shows a visualization of these samples. To en-
sure that the filling-in required top-down information,
we compare with a “control” condition where only a
single upward pass was performed.

In the control (upward-pass only) condition, since
there is no evidence from the first layer, the second
layer does not respond much to the left side. How-
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mate) hierarchical probabilistic inference in full-sized
images. More specifically, we tested the network’s abil-
ity to infer the locations of hidden object parts.

To generate the examples for evaluation, we used
Caltech-101 face images (distinct from the ones the
network was trained on). For each image, we simu-
lated an occlusion by zeroing out the left half of the
image. We then sampled from the joint posterior over
all of the hidden layers by performing Gibbs sampling.
Figure 6 shows a visualization of these samples. To en-
sure that the filling-in required top-down information,
we compare with a “control” condition where only a
single upward pass was performed.

In the control (upward-pass only) condition, since
there is no evidence from the first layer, the second
layer does not respond much to the left side. How-
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are not conditionally independent of one another given
the layers above and below. In contrast, our treatment
using undirected edges enables combining bottom-up
and top-down information more e�ciently, as shown
in Section 4.5.

In our approach, probabilistic max-pooling helps to
address scalability by shrinking the higher layers;
weight-sharing (convolutions) further speeds up the
algorithm. For example, inference in a three-layer
network (with 200x200 input images) using weight-
sharing but without max-pooling was about 10 times
slower. Without weight-sharing, it was more than 100
times slower.

In work that was contemporary to and done indepen-
dently of ours, Desjardins and Bengio (2008) also ap-
plied convolutional weight-sharing to RBMs and ex-
perimented on small image patches. Our work, how-
ever, develops more sophisticated elements such as
probabilistic max-pooling to make the algorithm more
scalable.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Learning hierarchical representations

from natural images

We first tested our model’s ability to learn hierarchi-
cal representations of natural images. Specifically, we
trained a CDBN with two hidden layers from the Ky-
oto natural image dataset.3 The first layer consisted
of 24 groups (or “bases”)4 of 10x10 pixel filters, while
the second layer consisted of 100 bases, each one 10x10
as well.5 As shown in Figure 2 (top), the learned first
layer bases are oriented, localized edge filters; this re-
sult is consistent with much prior work (Olshausen &
Field, 1996; Bell & Sejnowski, 1997; Ranzato et al.,
2006). We note that the sparsity regularization dur-
ing training was necessary for learning these oriented
edge filters; when this term was removed, the algo-
rithm failed to learn oriented edges.

The learned second layer bases are shown in Fig-
ure 2 (bottom), and many of them empirically re-
sponded selectively to contours, corners, angles, and
surface boundaries in the images. This result is qual-
itatively consistent with previous work (Ito & Ko-
matsu, 2004; Lee et al., 2008).

4.2. Self-taught learning for object recognition

Raina et al. (2007) showed that large unlabeled data
can help in supervised learning tasks, even when the

3http://www.cnbc.cmu.edu/cplab/data_kyoto.html
4
We will call one hidden group’s weights a “basis.”

5
Since the images were real-valued, we used Gaussian

visible units for the first-layer CRBM. The pooling ratio C

for each layer was 2, so the second-layer bases cover roughly

twice as large an area as the first-layer ones.

Figure 2. The first layer bases (top) and the second layer

bases (bottom) learned from natural images. Each second

layer basis (filter) was visualized as a weighted linear com-

bination of the first layer bases.

unlabeled data do not share the same class labels, or
the same generative distribution, as the labeled data.
This framework, where generic unlabeled data improve
performance on a supervised learning task, is known
as self-taught learning. In their experiments, they used
sparse coding to train a single-layer representation,
and then used the learned representation to construct
features for supervised learning tasks.

We used a similar procedure to evaluate our two-layer
CDBN, described in Section 4.1, on the Caltech-101
object classification task.6 The results are shown in
Table 1. First, we observe that combining the first
and second layers significantly improves the classifica-
tion accuracy relative to the first layer alone. Overall,
we achieve 57.7% test accuracy using 15 training im-
ages per class, and 65.4% test accuracy using 30 train-
ing images per class. Our result is competitive with
state-of-the-art results using highly-specialized single

features, such as SIFT, geometric blur, and shape-
context (Lazebnik et al., 2006; Berg et al., 2005; Zhang
et al., 2006).7 Recall that the CDBN was trained en-

6
Details: Given an image from the Caltech-101

dataset (Fei-Fei et al., 2004), we scaled the image so that

its longer side was 150 pixels, and computed the activations

of the first and second (pooling) layers of our CDBN. We

repeated this procedure after reducing the input image by

half and concatenated all the activations to construct fea-

tures. We used an SVM with a spatial pyramid matching

kernel for classification, and the parameters of the SVM

were cross-validated. We randomly selected 15/30 training

set and 15/30 test set images respectively, and normal-

ized the result such that classification accuracy for each

class was equally weighted (following the standard proto-

col). We report results averaged over 10 random trials.
7
Varma and Ray (2007) reported better performance

than ours (87.82% for 15 training images/class), but they

combined many state-of-the-art features (or kernels) to im-

prove the performance. In another approach, Yu et al.

(2009) used kernel regularization using a (previously pub-

lished) state-of-the-art kernel matrix to improve the per-
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Table 2. Test error for MNIST dataset

Labeled training samples 1,000 2,000 3,000 5,000 60,000

CDBN 2.62±0.12% 2.13±0.10% 1.91±0.09% 1.59±0.11% 0.82%

Ranzato et al. (2007) 3.21% 2.53% - 1.52% 0.64%

Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006) - - - - 1.20%

Weston et al. (2008) 2.73% - 1.83% - 1.50%

faces

Figure 3. Columns 1-4: the second layer bases (top) and the third layer bases (bottom) learned from specific object

categories. Column 5: the second layer bases (top) and the third layer bases (bottom) learned from a mixture of four

object categories (faces, cars, airplanes, motorbikes).

Features Faces Motorbikes Cars

First layer 0.39±0.17 0.44±0.21 0.43±0.19

Second layer 0.86±0.13 0.69±0.22 0.72±0.23

Third layer 0.95±0.03 0.81±0.13 0.87±0.15

Figure 4. (top) Histogram of the area under the precision-

recall curve (AUC-PR) for three classification problems

using class-specific object-part representations. (bottom)

Average AUC-PR for each classification problem.

Figure 5. Histogram of conditional entropy for the repre-

sentation learned from the mixture of four object classes.

the posterior over class labels when a feature is ac-
tive. Since lower conditional entropy corresponds to a
more peaked posterior, it indicates greater specificity.
As shown in Figure 5, the higher-layer features have
progressively less conditional entropy, suggesting that
they activate more selectively to specific object classes.

4.5. Hierarchical probabilistic inference

Lee and Mumford (2003) proposed that the human vi-
sual cortex can conceptually be modeled as performing
“hierarchical Bayesian inference.” For example, if you
observe a face image with its left half in dark illumina-

Figure 6. Hierarchical probabilistic inference. For each col-

umn: (top) input image. (middle) reconstruction from the

second layer units after single bottom-up pass, by project-

ing the second layer activations into the image space. (bot-

tom) reconstruction from the second layer units after 20

iterations of block Gibbs sampling.

tion, you can still recognize the face and further infer
the darkened parts by combining the image with your
prior knowledge of faces. In this experiment, we show
that our model can tractably perform such (approxi-
mate) hierarchical probabilistic inference in full-sized
images. More specifically, we tested the network’s abil-
ity to infer the locations of hidden object parts.

To generate the examples for evaluation, we used
Caltech-101 face images (distinct from the ones the
network was trained on). For each image, we simu-
lated an occlusion by zeroing out the left half of the
image. We then sampled from the joint posterior over
all of the hidden layers by performing Gibbs sampling.
Figure 6 shows a visualization of these samples. To en-
sure that the filling-in required top-down information,
we compare with a “control” condition where only a
single upward pass was performed.

In the control (upward-pass only) condition, since
there is no evidence from the first layer, the second
layer does not respond much to the left side. How-
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tion, you can still recognize the face and further infer
the darkened parts by combining the image with your
prior knowledge of faces. In this experiment, we show
that our model can tractably perform such (approxi-
mate) hierarchical probabilistic inference in full-sized
images. More specifically, we tested the network’s abil-
ity to infer the locations of hidden object parts.

To generate the examples for evaluation, we used
Caltech-101 face images (distinct from the ones the
network was trained on). For each image, we simu-
lated an occlusion by zeroing out the left half of the
image. We then sampled from the joint posterior over
all of the hidden layers by performing Gibbs sampling.
Figure 6 shows a visualization of these samples. To en-
sure that the filling-in required top-down information,
we compare with a “control” condition where only a
single upward pass was performed.

In the control (upward-pass only) condition, since
there is no evidence from the first layer, the second
layer does not respond much to the left side. How-
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are not conditionally independent of one another given
the layers above and below. In contrast, our treatment
using undirected edges enables combining bottom-up
and top-down information more e�ciently, as shown
in Section 4.5.

In our approach, probabilistic max-pooling helps to
address scalability by shrinking the higher layers;
weight-sharing (convolutions) further speeds up the
algorithm. For example, inference in a three-layer
network (with 200x200 input images) using weight-
sharing but without max-pooling was about 10 times
slower. Without weight-sharing, it was more than 100
times slower.

In work that was contemporary to and done indepen-
dently of ours, Desjardins and Bengio (2008) also ap-
plied convolutional weight-sharing to RBMs and ex-
perimented on small image patches. Our work, how-
ever, develops more sophisticated elements such as
probabilistic max-pooling to make the algorithm more
scalable.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Learning hierarchical representations

from natural images

We first tested our model’s ability to learn hierarchi-
cal representations of natural images. Specifically, we
trained a CDBN with two hidden layers from the Ky-
oto natural image dataset.3 The first layer consisted
of 24 groups (or “bases”)4 of 10x10 pixel filters, while
the second layer consisted of 100 bases, each one 10x10
as well.5 As shown in Figure 2 (top), the learned first
layer bases are oriented, localized edge filters; this re-
sult is consistent with much prior work (Olshausen &
Field, 1996; Bell & Sejnowski, 1997; Ranzato et al.,
2006). We note that the sparsity regularization dur-
ing training was necessary for learning these oriented
edge filters; when this term was removed, the algo-
rithm failed to learn oriented edges.

The learned second layer bases are shown in Fig-
ure 2 (bottom), and many of them empirically re-
sponded selectively to contours, corners, angles, and
surface boundaries in the images. This result is qual-
itatively consistent with previous work (Ito & Ko-
matsu, 2004; Lee et al., 2008).

4.2. Self-taught learning for object recognition

Raina et al. (2007) showed that large unlabeled data
can help in supervised learning tasks, even when the

3http://www.cnbc.cmu.edu/cplab/data_kyoto.html
4
We will call one hidden group’s weights a “basis.”

5
Since the images were real-valued, we used Gaussian

visible units for the first-layer CRBM. The pooling ratio C

for each layer was 2, so the second-layer bases cover roughly

twice as large an area as the first-layer ones.

Figure 2. The first layer bases (top) and the second layer

bases (bottom) learned from natural images. Each second

layer basis (filter) was visualized as a weighted linear com-

bination of the first layer bases.

unlabeled data do not share the same class labels, or
the same generative distribution, as the labeled data.
This framework, where generic unlabeled data improve
performance on a supervised learning task, is known
as self-taught learning. In their experiments, they used
sparse coding to train a single-layer representation,
and then used the learned representation to construct
features for supervised learning tasks.

We used a similar procedure to evaluate our two-layer
CDBN, described in Section 4.1, on the Caltech-101
object classification task.6 The results are shown in
Table 1. First, we observe that combining the first
and second layers significantly improves the classifica-
tion accuracy relative to the first layer alone. Overall,
we achieve 57.7% test accuracy using 15 training im-
ages per class, and 65.4% test accuracy using 30 train-
ing images per class. Our result is competitive with
state-of-the-art results using highly-specialized single

features, such as SIFT, geometric blur, and shape-
context (Lazebnik et al., 2006; Berg et al., 2005; Zhang
et al., 2006).7 Recall that the CDBN was trained en-

6
Details: Given an image from the Caltech-101

dataset (Fei-Fei et al., 2004), we scaled the image so that

its longer side was 150 pixels, and computed the activations

of the first and second (pooling) layers of our CDBN. We

repeated this procedure after reducing the input image by

half and concatenated all the activations to construct fea-

tures. We used an SVM with a spatial pyramid matching

kernel for classification, and the parameters of the SVM

were cross-validated. We randomly selected 15/30 training

set and 15/30 test set images respectively, and normal-

ized the result such that classification accuracy for each

class was equally weighted (following the standard proto-

col). We report results averaged over 10 random trials.
7
Varma and Ray (2007) reported better performance

than ours (87.82% for 15 training images/class), but they

combined many state-of-the-art features (or kernels) to im-

prove the performance. In another approach, Yu et al.

(2009) used kernel regularization using a (previously pub-

lished) state-of-the-art kernel matrix to improve the per-
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Table 2. Test error for MNIST dataset

Labeled training samples 1,000 2,000 3,000 5,000 60,000

CDBN 2.62±0.12% 2.13±0.10% 1.91±0.09% 1.59±0.11% 0.82%

Ranzato et al. (2007) 3.21% 2.53% - 1.52% 0.64%

Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006) - - - - 1.20%

Weston et al. (2008) 2.73% - 1.83% - 1.50%

faces

Figure 3. Columns 1-4: the second layer bases (top) and the third layer bases (bottom) learned from specific object

categories. Column 5: the second layer bases (top) and the third layer bases (bottom) learned from a mixture of four

object categories (faces, cars, airplanes, motorbikes).

Features Faces Motorbikes Cars

First layer 0.39±0.17 0.44±0.21 0.43±0.19

Second layer 0.86±0.13 0.69±0.22 0.72±0.23

Third layer 0.95±0.03 0.81±0.13 0.87±0.15

Figure 4. (top) Histogram of the area under the precision-

recall curve (AUC-PR) for three classification problems

using class-specific object-part representations. (bottom)

Average AUC-PR for each classification problem.

Figure 5. Histogram of conditional entropy for the repre-

sentation learned from the mixture of four object classes.

the posterior over class labels when a feature is ac-
tive. Since lower conditional entropy corresponds to a
more peaked posterior, it indicates greater specificity.
As shown in Figure 5, the higher-layer features have
progressively less conditional entropy, suggesting that
they activate more selectively to specific object classes.

4.5. Hierarchical probabilistic inference

Lee and Mumford (2003) proposed that the human vi-
sual cortex can conceptually be modeled as performing
“hierarchical Bayesian inference.” For example, if you
observe a face image with its left half in dark illumina-

Figure 6. Hierarchical probabilistic inference. For each col-

umn: (top) input image. (middle) reconstruction from the

second layer units after single bottom-up pass, by project-

ing the second layer activations into the image space. (bot-

tom) reconstruction from the second layer units after 20

iterations of block Gibbs sampling.

tion, you can still recognize the face and further infer
the darkened parts by combining the image with your
prior knowledge of faces. In this experiment, we show
that our model can tractably perform such (approxi-
mate) hierarchical probabilistic inference in full-sized
images. More specifically, we tested the network’s abil-
ity to infer the locations of hidden object parts.

To generate the examples for evaluation, we used
Caltech-101 face images (distinct from the ones the
network was trained on). For each image, we simu-
lated an occlusion by zeroing out the left half of the
image. We then sampled from the joint posterior over
all of the hidden layers by performing Gibbs sampling.
Figure 6 shows a visualization of these samples. To en-
sure that the filling-in required top-down information,
we compare with a “control” condition where only a
single upward pass was performed.

In the control (upward-pass only) condition, since
there is no evidence from the first layer, the second
layer does not respond much to the left side. How-
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tion, you can still recognize the face and further infer
the darkened parts by combining the image with your
prior knowledge of faces. In this experiment, we show
that our model can tractably perform such (approxi-
mate) hierarchical probabilistic inference in full-sized
images. More specifically, we tested the network’s abil-
ity to infer the locations of hidden object parts.

To generate the examples for evaluation, we used
Caltech-101 face images (distinct from the ones the
network was trained on). For each image, we simu-
lated an occlusion by zeroing out the left half of the
image. We then sampled from the joint posterior over
all of the hidden layers by performing Gibbs sampling.
Figure 6 shows a visualization of these samples. To en-
sure that the filling-in required top-down information,
we compare with a “control” condition where only a
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In the control (upward-pass only) condition, since
there is no evidence from the first layer, the second
layer does not respond much to the left side. How-
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are not conditionally independent of one another given
the layers above and below. In contrast, our treatment
using undirected edges enables combining bottom-up
and top-down information more e�ciently, as shown
in Section 4.5.

In our approach, probabilistic max-pooling helps to
address scalability by shrinking the higher layers;
weight-sharing (convolutions) further speeds up the
algorithm. For example, inference in a three-layer
network (with 200x200 input images) using weight-
sharing but without max-pooling was about 10 times
slower. Without weight-sharing, it was more than 100
times slower.

In work that was contemporary to and done indepen-
dently of ours, Desjardins and Bengio (2008) also ap-
plied convolutional weight-sharing to RBMs and ex-
perimented on small image patches. Our work, how-
ever, develops more sophisticated elements such as
probabilistic max-pooling to make the algorithm more
scalable.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Learning hierarchical representations

from natural images

We first tested our model’s ability to learn hierarchi-
cal representations of natural images. Specifically, we
trained a CDBN with two hidden layers from the Ky-
oto natural image dataset.3 The first layer consisted
of 24 groups (or “bases”)4 of 10x10 pixel filters, while
the second layer consisted of 100 bases, each one 10x10
as well.5 As shown in Figure 2 (top), the learned first
layer bases are oriented, localized edge filters; this re-
sult is consistent with much prior work (Olshausen &
Field, 1996; Bell & Sejnowski, 1997; Ranzato et al.,
2006). We note that the sparsity regularization dur-
ing training was necessary for learning these oriented
edge filters; when this term was removed, the algo-
rithm failed to learn oriented edges.

The learned second layer bases are shown in Fig-
ure 2 (bottom), and many of them empirically re-
sponded selectively to contours, corners, angles, and
surface boundaries in the images. This result is qual-
itatively consistent with previous work (Ito & Ko-
matsu, 2004; Lee et al., 2008).

4.2. Self-taught learning for object recognition

Raina et al. (2007) showed that large unlabeled data
can help in supervised learning tasks, even when the

3http://www.cnbc.cmu.edu/cplab/data_kyoto.html
4
We will call one hidden group’s weights a “basis.”

5
Since the images were real-valued, we used Gaussian

visible units for the first-layer CRBM. The pooling ratio C

for each layer was 2, so the second-layer bases cover roughly

twice as large an area as the first-layer ones.

Figure 2. The first layer bases (top) and the second layer

bases (bottom) learned from natural images. Each second

layer basis (filter) was visualized as a weighted linear com-

bination of the first layer bases.

unlabeled data do not share the same class labels, or
the same generative distribution, as the labeled data.
This framework, where generic unlabeled data improve
performance on a supervised learning task, is known
as self-taught learning. In their experiments, they used
sparse coding to train a single-layer representation,
and then used the learned representation to construct
features for supervised learning tasks.

We used a similar procedure to evaluate our two-layer
CDBN, described in Section 4.1, on the Caltech-101
object classification task.6 The results are shown in
Table 1. First, we observe that combining the first
and second layers significantly improves the classifica-
tion accuracy relative to the first layer alone. Overall,
we achieve 57.7% test accuracy using 15 training im-
ages per class, and 65.4% test accuracy using 30 train-
ing images per class. Our result is competitive with
state-of-the-art results using highly-specialized single

features, such as SIFT, geometric blur, and shape-
context (Lazebnik et al., 2006; Berg et al., 2005; Zhang
et al., 2006).7 Recall that the CDBN was trained en-

6
Details: Given an image from the Caltech-101

dataset (Fei-Fei et al., 2004), we scaled the image so that

its longer side was 150 pixels, and computed the activations

of the first and second (pooling) layers of our CDBN. We

repeated this procedure after reducing the input image by

half and concatenated all the activations to construct fea-

tures. We used an SVM with a spatial pyramid matching

kernel for classification, and the parameters of the SVM

were cross-validated. We randomly selected 15/30 training

set and 15/30 test set images respectively, and normal-

ized the result such that classification accuracy for each

class was equally weighted (following the standard proto-

col). We report results averaged over 10 random trials.
7
Varma and Ray (2007) reported better performance

than ours (87.82% for 15 training images/class), but they

combined many state-of-the-art features (or kernels) to im-

prove the performance. In another approach, Yu et al.

(2009) used kernel regularization using a (previously pub-

lished) state-of-the-art kernel matrix to improve the per-
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are not conditionally independent of one another given
the layers above and below. In contrast, our treatment
using undirected edges enables combining bottom-up
and top-down information more e�ciently, as shown
in Section 4.5.

In our approach, probabilistic max-pooling helps to
address scalability by shrinking the higher layers;
weight-sharing (convolutions) further speeds up the
algorithm. For example, inference in a three-layer
network (with 200x200 input images) using weight-
sharing but without max-pooling was about 10 times
slower. Without weight-sharing, it was more than 100
times slower.

In work that was contemporary to and done indepen-
dently of ours, Desjardins and Bengio (2008) also ap-
plied convolutional weight-sharing to RBMs and ex-
perimented on small image patches. Our work, how-
ever, develops more sophisticated elements such as
probabilistic max-pooling to make the algorithm more
scalable.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Learning hierarchical representations

from natural images

We first tested our model’s ability to learn hierarchi-
cal representations of natural images. Specifically, we
trained a CDBN with two hidden layers from the Ky-
oto natural image dataset.3 The first layer consisted
of 24 groups (or “bases”)4 of 10x10 pixel filters, while
the second layer consisted of 100 bases, each one 10x10
as well.5 As shown in Figure 2 (top), the learned first
layer bases are oriented, localized edge filters; this re-
sult is consistent with much prior work (Olshausen &
Field, 1996; Bell & Sejnowski, 1997; Ranzato et al.,
2006). We note that the sparsity regularization dur-
ing training was necessary for learning these oriented
edge filters; when this term was removed, the algo-
rithm failed to learn oriented edges.

The learned second layer bases are shown in Fig-
ure 2 (bottom), and many of them empirically re-
sponded selectively to contours, corners, angles, and
surface boundaries in the images. This result is qual-
itatively consistent with previous work (Ito & Ko-
matsu, 2004; Lee et al., 2008).

4.2. Self-taught learning for object recognition

Raina et al. (2007) showed that large unlabeled data
can help in supervised learning tasks, even when the

3http://www.cnbc.cmu.edu/cplab/data_kyoto.html
4
We will call one hidden group’s weights a “basis.”

5
Since the images were real-valued, we used Gaussian

visible units for the first-layer CRBM. The pooling ratio C

for each layer was 2, so the second-layer bases cover roughly

twice as large an area as the first-layer ones.

Figure 2. The first layer bases (top) and the second layer

bases (bottom) learned from natural images. Each second

layer basis (filter) was visualized as a weighted linear com-

bination of the first layer bases.
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Table 2. Test error for MNIST dataset

Labeled training samples 1,000 2,000 3,000 5,000 60,000

CDBN 2.62±0.12% 2.13±0.10% 1.91±0.09% 1.59±0.11% 0.82%

Ranzato et al. (2007) 3.21% 2.53% - 1.52% 0.64%

Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006) - - - - 1.20%

Weston et al. (2008) 2.73% - 1.83% - 1.50%

faces

Figure 3. Columns 1-4: the second layer bases (top) and the third layer bases (bottom) learned from specific object

categories. Column 5: the second layer bases (top) and the third layer bases (bottom) learned from a mixture of four

object categories (faces, cars, airplanes, motorbikes).

Features Faces Motorbikes Cars

First layer 0.39±0.17 0.44±0.21 0.43±0.19

Second layer 0.86±0.13 0.69±0.22 0.72±0.23

Third layer 0.95±0.03 0.81±0.13 0.87±0.15

Figure 4. (top) Histogram of the area under the precision-

recall curve (AUC-PR) for three classification problems

using class-specific object-part representations. (bottom)

Average AUC-PR for each classification problem.

Figure 5. Histogram of conditional entropy for the repre-

sentation learned from the mixture of four object classes.

the posterior over class labels when a feature is ac-
tive. Since lower conditional entropy corresponds to a
more peaked posterior, it indicates greater specificity.
As shown in Figure 5, the higher-layer features have
progressively less conditional entropy, suggesting that
they activate more selectively to specific object classes.

4.5. Hierarchical probabilistic inference

Lee and Mumford (2003) proposed that the human vi-
sual cortex can conceptually be modeled as performing
“hierarchical Bayesian inference.” For example, if you
observe a face image with its left half in dark illumina-

Figure 6. Hierarchical probabilistic inference. For each col-

umn: (top) input image. (middle) reconstruction from the

second layer units after single bottom-up pass, by project-

ing the second layer activations into the image space. (bot-

tom) reconstruction from the second layer units after 20

iterations of block Gibbs sampling.

tion, you can still recognize the face and further infer
the darkened parts by combining the image with your
prior knowledge of faces. In this experiment, we show
that our model can tractably perform such (approxi-
mate) hierarchical probabilistic inference in full-sized
images. More specifically, we tested the network’s abil-
ity to infer the locations of hidden object parts.

To generate the examples for evaluation, we used
Caltech-101 face images (distinct from the ones the
network was trained on). For each image, we simu-
lated an occlusion by zeroing out the left half of the
image. We then sampled from the joint posterior over
all of the hidden layers by performing Gibbs sampling.
Figure 6 shows a visualization of these samples. To en-
sure that the filling-in required top-down information,
we compare with a “control” condition where only a
single upward pass was performed.

In the control (upward-pass only) condition, since
there is no evidence from the first layer, the second
layer does not respond much to the left side. How-
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ity to infer the locations of hidden object parts.
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Caltech-101 face images (distinct from the ones the
network was trained on). For each image, we simu-
lated an occlusion by zeroing out the left half of the
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Figure 6 shows a visualization of these samples. To en-
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are not conditionally independent of one another given
the layers above and below. In contrast, our treatment
using undirected edges enables combining bottom-up
and top-down information more e�ciently, as shown
in Section 4.5.

In our approach, probabilistic max-pooling helps to
address scalability by shrinking the higher layers;
weight-sharing (convolutions) further speeds up the
algorithm. For example, inference in a three-layer
network (with 200x200 input images) using weight-
sharing but without max-pooling was about 10 times
slower. Without weight-sharing, it was more than 100
times slower.

In work that was contemporary to and done indepen-
dently of ours, Desjardins and Bengio (2008) also ap-
plied convolutional weight-sharing to RBMs and ex-
perimented on small image patches. Our work, how-
ever, develops more sophisticated elements such as
probabilistic max-pooling to make the algorithm more
scalable.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Learning hierarchical representations

from natural images

We first tested our model’s ability to learn hierarchi-
cal representations of natural images. Specifically, we
trained a CDBN with two hidden layers from the Ky-
oto natural image dataset.3 The first layer consisted
of 24 groups (or “bases”)4 of 10x10 pixel filters, while
the second layer consisted of 100 bases, each one 10x10
as well.5 As shown in Figure 2 (top), the learned first
layer bases are oriented, localized edge filters; this re-
sult is consistent with much prior work (Olshausen &
Field, 1996; Bell & Sejnowski, 1997; Ranzato et al.,
2006). We note that the sparsity regularization dur-
ing training was necessary for learning these oriented
edge filters; when this term was removed, the algo-
rithm failed to learn oriented edges.

The learned second layer bases are shown in Fig-
ure 2 (bottom), and many of them empirically re-
sponded selectively to contours, corners, angles, and
surface boundaries in the images. This result is qual-
itatively consistent with previous work (Ito & Ko-
matsu, 2004; Lee et al., 2008).

4.2. Self-taught learning for object recognition

Raina et al. (2007) showed that large unlabeled data
can help in supervised learning tasks, even when the

3http://www.cnbc.cmu.edu/cplab/data_kyoto.html
4
We will call one hidden group’s weights a “basis.”

5
Since the images were real-valued, we used Gaussian

visible units for the first-layer CRBM. The pooling ratio C

for each layer was 2, so the second-layer bases cover roughly

twice as large an area as the first-layer ones.

Figure 2. The first layer bases (top) and the second layer

bases (bottom) learned from natural images. Each second

layer basis (filter) was visualized as a weighted linear com-

bination of the first layer bases.

unlabeled data do not share the same class labels, or
the same generative distribution, as the labeled data.
This framework, where generic unlabeled data improve
performance on a supervised learning task, is known
as self-taught learning. In their experiments, they used
sparse coding to train a single-layer representation,
and then used the learned representation to construct
features for supervised learning tasks.

We used a similar procedure to evaluate our two-layer
CDBN, described in Section 4.1, on the Caltech-101
object classification task.6 The results are shown in
Table 1. First, we observe that combining the first
and second layers significantly improves the classifica-
tion accuracy relative to the first layer alone. Overall,
we achieve 57.7% test accuracy using 15 training im-
ages per class, and 65.4% test accuracy using 30 train-
ing images per class. Our result is competitive with
state-of-the-art results using highly-specialized single

features, such as SIFT, geometric blur, and shape-
context (Lazebnik et al., 2006; Berg et al., 2005; Zhang
et al., 2006).7 Recall that the CDBN was trained en-

6
Details: Given an image from the Caltech-101

dataset (Fei-Fei et al., 2004), we scaled the image so that

its longer side was 150 pixels, and computed the activations

of the first and second (pooling) layers of our CDBN. We

repeated this procedure after reducing the input image by

half and concatenated all the activations to construct fea-

tures. We used an SVM with a spatial pyramid matching

kernel for classification, and the parameters of the SVM

were cross-validated. We randomly selected 15/30 training

set and 15/30 test set images respectively, and normal-

ized the result such that classification accuracy for each

class was equally weighted (following the standard proto-

col). We report results averaged over 10 random trials.
7
Varma and Ray (2007) reported better performance

than ours (87.82% for 15 training images/class), but they

combined many state-of-the-art features (or kernels) to im-

prove the performance. In another approach, Yu et al.

(2009) used kernel regularization using a (previously pub-

lished) state-of-the-art kernel matrix to improve the per-
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Biological Neuron:

Page 10 of 54Johnson!and Khoshgoftaar  J Big Data            (2019) 6:27 

The convolutional neural network (CNN) is a specialized feedforward neural net-
work that was designed to process multi-dimensional data, e.g. images [58]. It was 
inspired by the brain’s visual cortex and its origins date back to the Neocognitron 
presented by Fukushima in 1980 [59]. A CNN architecture is typically comprised of 
convolutional layers, pooling (subsampling) layers, and fully-connected layers. Fig-
ure!2 illustrates the LeNet-5 CNN architecture proposed by LeCun et!al. [58] in 1998 
for the purpose of character recognition. Unlike fully-connected layers, a single unit 
of a convolutional layer is only connected to a small receptive field of its input, where 
the weights of its connections define a filter bank [11]. The convolution operation 
is used to slide the filter bank across the input, producing activations at each recep-
tive field that combine to form a feature map [60]. In other words, the same set of 
weights are used to detect a specific feature, e.g. a horizontal line, at each receptive 
field of the input, and the output feature map indicates the presence of this feature at 
each location. The concept of local connections and shared weights take advantage 
of the fact that input signals in close proximity of each other are usually highly cor-
related, and that input signals are often invariant to location. By combining multiple 
filter banks in a single convolutional layer, the layer can learn to detect multiple fea-
tures in the input, and the resulting feature maps become the input of the next layer. 
Pooling layers are added after one or more convolutional layers in order to merge 
semantically similar features and reduce dimensionality [11]. After the convolutional 
and pooling layers, the multi-dimensional output is flattened and fed to fully-con-
nected layers for classification. Similar to the MLP, output activations are fed from 

Fig. 1 Shallow MLP vs deep MLP [57]

Fig. 2 LeNet-5 CNN architecture of 1998 [58]

Content courtesy of Springer Nature, terms of use apply. Rights reserved.

Artificial Neural Network:
(shallow and deep architecture)

Neural Networks - The Black Box
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Artificial Neuron (Perceptron):
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The Black Box              
(Neural Network)
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surface.Inthefrequencydomain,thesoundpressureiscalculatedby
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Figure6.12TheideaoftheNESIwithvirtualmicrophonetechnique.Thesymbolindicatesaninterpolated

microphoneposition.Thesymbolindicatesanextrapolatedmicrophoneposition.StepA:Thepressuredatapicked
upbythemicrophones;StepB:Reconstructedsourcestrengthatthefocalpoints;StepC:Thepressuredata

interpolatedatthevirtualmicrophones;StepD:Reconstructedsourcestrengthatthevirtualfocalpoints

228AcousticArraySystems
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Iterative Algorithm:

Dynamic Unrolling - The Link between NAH and Neural Networks
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• Goal: Exploit similarities between iterative algorithms and Neural Networks!
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Very similar!

reconstruction = minimizei(imodelimismatchi + iconstraintsi
=ierror

)
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Parametrization of 
network layer as 
iteration step

(Deep) 
Parametrization 
of constraints

Dynamic Unrolling - Concept

• Unroll the algorithm for a finite                        
number of iterations

• Let each iteration represent one                       
network layer

• Algorithm parameters                        
become network weights                                         
(fixed or learnable)

• Sound field model and prior 
knowledge become part of the 
architecture

• Eases initialization and                    
interpretation
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Iteration-based Neural Network:
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Data-driven Acoustic Holography 
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reconstruction = minimizei(imodelimismatchi + imultipleiconstraintsi

=ierror

)



Data-driven Acoustic Holography 

Source model Real measurementsSound field model
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• Model Mismatch:

- Fits the sound field model  
to measurements 

- Ensures consistency of 
solution w.r.t. measured 
data and physics of wave 
propagation

reconstruction = minimizei(imodelimismatchi + imultipleiconstraintsi

=ierror

)
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CHAPTER2.RADIALBASISFUNCTIONSTHEORY5

Figure2.2:Asimpleexamplein1dimension.

Solvingthisequationdirectlywefindthat�1=0.995,�2=0.268and�3=
�0.111.Thismeansthatourinterpolantis

s(x)=0.995�(|x�1|)+0.268�(|x�3|)�0.111�(|x�3.5|).

ThisinterpolantisplottedinFigure2.2,asshownbythesolidline.Alsothe
threefunctionsplottedwithdashedlinesrepresenteachdatapoint’scontribu-
tiontotheinterpolant.Atanyvalueofx,summingthesefunctionsgivesthe
functionvalueoftheinterpolantatthatpoint.

2.1.2PolynomialTerms

Itissometimesusefultoaddloworderpolynomialstoourmethodofradial
basisfunctioninterpolation.Welet⇧d

m�1bethelinearspaceofpolynomials
fromRdtoRofdegreeatmostm�1,andchoosepj,j=1,2,...,m̂asabasis
forthisspace.Thismeanswelets(x)havetheform

s(x)=
nX

i=1

�i�(kx�xik)+
m̂X

j=1

�jpj(x),x2Rd,(2.1.6)
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Data-driven Acoustic Holography 

• Fields-of-Experts (FoE):       

- Learnable filters extract  
features from input

- Learnable penalty functions 
constrain extracted features 
to take on certain geometrical 
structures

reconstruction = minimizei(imodelimismatchi + imultipleiconstraintsi

=ierror

)

• Model Mismatch:

- Fits the sound field model  
to measurements 

- Ensures consistency of 
solution w.r.t. measured 
data and physics of wave 
propagation
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• Sparsity:

- Promotes compact sources

- Improves source localization 
and suppresses noise 

- Increases network 
robustness
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Data-driven Acoustic Holography 

reconstruction = minimizei(imodelimismatchi + imultipleiconstraintsi

=ierror

)

• Fields-of-Experts (FoE):       

- Learnable filters extract  
features from input

- Learnable penalty functions 
constrain extracted features 
to take on certain geometrical 
structures

• Model Mismatch:

- Fits the sound field model  
to measurements 

- Ensures consistency of 
solution w.r.t. measured 
data and physics of wave 
propagation
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• Parametrization of Neural 
Network Layer:                  
(unrolled algorithm)

• Graph of Neural                        
Network Layer:                 

• 12974 learnable                 
parameters / neurons               
total

. . .yn�1

. . .qn�1

⌧nGH(Gyn�1 �p)

NkP
i=1

KH

i �i(Kiyn�1)

+ S�n(xn) qn . . .

+ ⇥

�n

+ yn . . .

�
�

xn

qn

�

– 11 –
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The Network Architecture

xn = yn−1−τnGH(Gyn−1 − p) −
Nk

∑
i=1

KH
i ϕi(Kiyn−1)

qn = 𝒮γn
(xn) = sign(xn) ⋅ ReLU( |xn | − γn)

.
yn = qn + σn(qn − qn−1)
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• Training data:

- Simple sources (e.g. infinite plates, multipoles, 
pistons etc.)

- Varying types of loads, onset points, frequencies, 
amplitudes, phases etc.

- Random combinations of simple sources 
create more complex vibrational patterns 

- No noise added to sound field

- Trained on a single frequency (800Hz) and 
measurement distance (3cm)

Network Training 
Content    Acoustic Holography    Regularization    Deep Learning    Dynamic Unrolling    Data-driven Acoustic Holography 
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    Simple sources:

    Combination of simple          sources:

    Sound fields:
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• Simulated measurements:
- Distance: 3cm, Noise: -30dB

• Visual comparison:

Center-driven plate - 800 Hz  
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Center-driven plate - 800 Hz
• Reconstruction error:
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b

x

inputs

P

sum

⇢(·)

(non-)linearity

y

output

1

W

weights

method Neural Network - N✓̂ Least Norm - `2-norm Hessian Frobenius - HS2

(the future) (state-of-the-art) (my best attempt yet)
avg. error [%] 13.07 30.72 20.48

Table 0.1: Spatially-averaged reconstruction error for the central driven plate.

method Least Norm - `2-norm Hessian Frobenius - HS2 Neural Network - N✓̂
(state-of-the-art) (my best attempt yet) (the future)

avg. error [%] 30.72 20.48 13.07

Table 0.2: Spatially-averaged reconstruction error for the central driven plate.

method Neural Network - N✓̂ Least Norm - `2-norm Hessian Frobenius - HS2

(the future) (state-of-the-art) (my best attempt yet)
avg. error [%] 11.52 20.31 13.77

Table 0.3: Spatially-averaged reconstruction error for the central driven plate.

method Neural Network - N✓̂ Least Norm - `2-norm Comp. Sensing - `1-norm
(the future) (state-of-the-art) (best for sparsity)

avg. error [%] 29.39 > 100 22.53

Table 0.4: Spatially-averaged reconstruction error for the central driven plate.
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Point sources - 1500 Hz
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?

• Problems & Solution:
- Very difficult to find exact location of compact sources
- Most reconstruction methods fail  only good for spatially             

extended sources
- Spatially sparse solutions succeed  but fail to handle spatially 

extended sources
- Neural Network can retrieve both extended & compact sources

→

→
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Research Questions
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Can we exceed reconstruction accuracy of current methods?

Can we retrieve different source types with the same architecture?

Can we generalize to other frequencies, distances, noise levels etc. than trained?

Can we alleviate sampling requirements?

Can we accurately reconstruct the sound field with the data-driven source?

Can we „whiten“ the black-box and gain insight on what is learned?

Can we use neural networks for (near) real-time acoustic holography? 
 Slow training (once), but fastest solution in the west ( )→ ≈ 21ms

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Research Questions
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Can we exceed reconstruction accuracy of current methods?

Can we retrieve different source types with the same architecture?

Can we generalize to other frequencies, distances, noise levels etc. than trained?

Can we alleviate sampling requirements?

Can we accurately reconstruct the sound field with the data-driven source?

Can we „whiten“ the black-box and gain insight on what is learned?

Can we use neural networks for (near) real-time acoustic holography? 
 Slow training (once), but fastest solution in the west ( )→ ≈ 21ms

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Can we find existing databases of structural vibration data? 

Can we capitalize on task unspecific data / transfer learning?                                                                      
 e.g.: apply forward model to natural images→
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Simulation vs. real-world data? 
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Thanks for your attention! 
Questions? 
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